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French ambassador backs bilingual
status for Ottawa 1

The embassy of France will back the movement afoot to make Ottawa a bilingual capital city by 2017,
newly arrived French Ambassador Nicolas Chapuis said this week.

Slovakian Ambassador Andrej Droba, centre, and his wife, Daniela Drobova, hosted an opening
of the art show featuring the work of Canadian-Slovak artist Metod Likavčan on March 26 at the
embassy.

“There’s an effort to make Ottawa an official bilingual capital and France will want to support that,”
Chapuis said, speaking about Canada’s 150th anniversary celebrations in two years.

Noting that Canada and France have worked together on softpower diplomacy — working, for example,

with UNESCO “to keep culture as a value, not just a commodity” — he asked: “How can we have a new
Francophonie, which is not just for the protection of the besieged Citadel, the French language? How can we,

in the 21st century, be a partner with Canada for the French language?”

Chapuis noted that in a recent visit to Vancouver, he met members of the Chinese-speaking community,
who had just emigrated and wanted to learn French so they could be Canadian.

“That bilingualism is an identity card for Canadians,” he said. “I was told there’s an expression about ‘the

two solitudes’ in Canada. How can we marry them like we did in 1867?”
Economically speaking, French interests in Canada are centered in Ontario, because it has traditionally

been the economic engine of the country, and in Quebec, because of its close cultural ties to one of Canada’s

two founding countries. But that will have to change, said Chapuis, because “Canada is shifting its economic
balance to the West. You see it; you feel it, it’s there. The main engine of Canada is still in the East, French

interests are in Quebec and there’s a long tradition of co-operation with the Maritime provinces, but the

French presence isn’t level with the shift of the Canadian economy.”
Chapuis, who arrived in February and has already visited New Brunswick, Nova Scotia, Quebec, Ontario

and British Columbia, says two French companies have invested heavily in the western provinces — Total

S.A. for oil and Areva Group for uranium — but he wants to explore more possibilities in the West,
particularly in technology fields — green technologies and digital technologies alike — in which France and

Canada both excel.

“We already have digital in Montreal; we have an incubator of French startups there,” Chapuis said.
“There is also media in Toronto, linked to the TV industry, but we need to look increasingly at the Vancouver

hub, which is linked to Seattle.”

On the economic side, he said, France and Canada need to look at investment first. “Traditionally,
Canada has been a close partner for Europe and France, but its investment flows toward Europe have

declined compared to emerging countries. This is logical, it’s not a judgment, but we need to make sure

Canadian investors, while putting their money into the Gulf, China and India, don’t forget that Europe is a
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place to invest in new technologies.”

In a sense, he said, all of Europe is an emerging market. “On the economy, how can we, Canada and
France, being two countries known for a long time for innovation, be investing in the future?” Answering that

question and implementing the tools to make it so are among his priorities for his mission in Canada.

Asked about irritants in the mostly friendly relationship, Chapuis said they are small, and noted a recent
change to visa rules — where the employment sponsor of would-be working foreign students must now pay

$273 for visa processing — has left several students stranded in France, unable to take up their jobs in

Canada.
“That’s the kind of irritant where not enough fluidity in communication makes life complicated,” he said.

The other is St. Pierre and Miquelon, where 6,000 French citizens live 40 kilometres off Newfoundland,

but have trouble “getting day-to-day connectivity with Canada.” He’s suggesting regional integration with
“very practical” agreements on such services as sanitation.

Finally, on the political side of relations, Chapuis said Canada, which had an attack on a soldier standing

sentry at the National War Memorial on Oct. 22, and France, which has experienced several attacks, not

least the one on satirical magazine Charlie Hebdo, must work together on security and defence. Later this
month, France’s justice minister will come to Canada to ink an agreement with Public Security Canada to

improve information sharing and co-operation between France and Canada on issues at the core of Bill C-51.
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